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Letter from Kathie

Dear Friends,

Dreams Do Come True

by Sandra Lagos
“What do you want to be when you grow up?” is a question I remember hearing
throughout childhood. This question kept resurfacing throughout life and I never
felt like I had a concrete answer. The one thing I was certain about in life was getting
married around the age of twenty-five and having children right away. Instead, I was
the last girl to get married in every single group in my life – high school, college, work
and church friends.

When we rang in the new year at the
start of 2020, we had no idea what the
year had in store for us. Little did we
know at the time how our worlds would
be turned upside down and the word
“normal” would no longer exist!
The good news is that the world of
domestic adoption has continued on,
with some stops and starts along the
way. Adoption may look somewhat
different from adoptions in 2019, but
at least they are still happening in this
country.
For Mike and Sandra Lagos, they were
dealing with 2020 as best they could,
like everyone else. But then in May,
they got a phone call that they were not
expecting and which changed their lives
forever. Suddenly, 2020 became one of
the best years of their lives and not one
of the worst. I am sure you will enjoy
reading their story to find out why.
Best wishes,
Kathie

Mike and I married in October 2014. It was later than I had planned, neither of us
had been married before nor had children. We both wanted a family and knew we
needed to start right away. We always dreamed of being parents. We are aunts and
uncles to numerous nieces and nephews, a godmother (3 times) and parents to our
fur babies, Maggie and Gracie. When we were young our homes were filled with love,
laughter, warmth and happiness and we wanted to recreate that environment for our
own family. We wanted to experience the joy, the highs and lows and everything in
between that comes along with raising children.
After two years of marriage, we weren’t pregnant, and we decided to look into IVF. I
scheduled a consultation and was sad to hear what I suspected may be the problem.
My age was most likely the factor in my inability to conceive and even if we chose the
IVF route spending thousands of dollars, we still may not be able to have children. We
decided the best choice and the best way for us to start a family would be adoption.
I had been following a friend’s adoption journey on Facebook, and it was encouraging.
I finally had the courage to reach out to her and ask a few questions. She put me
Continued on page 3
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Coronavirus Makes Adoptions More Challenging
The coronavirus has had quite an impact on both international
and domestic adoptions. International adoptions are on
hold for now, but domestic ones are moving ahead. While
procedures vary by state, agency, and family, lockdowns
across the country have complicated background checks,
home visits, and physicals
for
prospective
parents.
Caseworkers and families are
finding other ways to get all
requirements done, and they
are using Zoom a lot.
“People are finding new
systems to make it work,” said
Ryan Hanlon, vice president
at the National Council
for Adoption. “It’s a good
outcome, usually-it’s just more
challenges to figure out.”
One couple had their book shown to a birth mother who
was due in April. She loved them immediately and picked
them to be the adoptive parents of her child.
Because of the pandemic, however, they were only able
to meet her over Face Time, and have yet to meet her
in person. When she delivered the baby, they were not
allowed to enter the hospital and could not meet their baby
boy for two days, until after she signed the relinquishment
papers. When it was time for placement, only one spouse
was allowed to go to the nursery to get him, and the other
spouse had to wait in the lobby.

adoptions are effectively at a standstill, leaving many
families in a painful holding pattern. The NCFA said it is
aware of a handful of U.S. families finalizing international
adoptions in recent months, but usually only in emergencies.
For example, one family was able to travel to China to
adopt a 14-year-old boy who
was about to age out of China’s
welfare system.
One couple had tickets to fly
to China on Jan. 31 to adopt
a 3-year-old they have named
Molly. But their adoption
agency canceled the trip a few
days beforehand. The State
Department advised Americans
not to travel to China, even for
adoption, and the U.S. airlines
suspended flights.
The couple has two older children, ages 6 and 8, and have
long wanted to add to their family by adopting. They were
planning to go together to China, but now think the adoptive
mom will travel alone. They expect that quarantines will
stretch out the trip and they don’t want to both be away
from their other children for so long. They have Molly’s
bedroom ready. All they want now is to be able to get her
and bring her back safely, no matter how long it takes.
Source: The Wall Street Journal, June 29, 2020

Another couple started the process in January. When it was
time for them to get fingerprinted for a background check,
it took them two months because the business they went to
was temporarily closed due to the coronavirus. When they
were finally matched to a birth mother, their agency did
allow them to meet with masks on and six feet apart. No
hugging was allowed, only fist and elbow bumps.
Finalization is looking totally different as well. Before the
pandemic, adoptive couples dressed in their best to appear
in court. They looked forward to having their picture taken
before the judge so that they could show their child, years
later, that the judge declared them a Forever Family. Now
finalizations occur over the phone, with zoom, or the
adoptive couple just gets a voice mail message from their
lawyer that it was done.
But completing an intercountry adoption during the
pandemic is proving nearly impossible. International

Max, son of Xavier and Angie Alfaro
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in touch with the adoption lady, Kathie Otte. In February of
2017, we had our first meeting with Kathie.
We were shocked to find out that it could be a waiting period of
12 to 18 months before we had a baby. We decided to partner
with 2 of the 3 adoptions agencies Kathie recommended in
hopes that would speed up the process.
Many opportunities came our way. I remember the first one well.
We were picked by a birth mom who hadn’t made an adoption
plan, it was a drop-in situation. I was grocery shopping late one
Sunday evening when I received the call. It was July 2017, a
baby girl was born in Dallas, Texas and the birth mom picked
us! I was so excited and nervous at the same time. We had to
decide by the next morning. Sadly, it wasn’t the right fit for our
family. I was devastated. Many months
passed before a promising opportunity
came our way again.

On June 15, 2018 I received the email that we had been waiting
for. When I opened the email, I saw a picture of a beautiful woman
who was 8 months pregnant with a baby boy due on July 5th. I
felt an instant connection and I knew this was our son. I stopped
what I was doing immediately. I couldn’t concentrate and I knew
I had to write a letter to present with our profile. I called my
husband at work and let him know the situation and that we were
going for it. On June 20, 2018 I received a call and found out we
were matched. We were ecstatic! It was Father’s Day weekend,
so I thought this is the perfect way to make the announcement
to our family. We planned a Father’s Day gathering. Before all
the dads opened their gifts, I presented Mike with his gift. It was
a blue embroidered onesie with the phrase “Thank Heaven for
Little Boys”. At first, our family was puzzled but quickly realized
the meaning of this gift. We were finally
going to be parents and we had a perfect
celebration.

The following week we had a call with the
In February of 2018, we received a
birth mom and the agency. It could not have
birth mom profile. I was immediately
gone better. We laughed and cried together;
interested. She was young, cute and
we could have talked for hours! Remember
wanted her baby to be raised in the
the connection I mentioned earlier……….
Catholic faith. Reading through her
the birth mom connected with our holiday
background information and family
photos. She, like us, loves Halloween and she
history, she spoke a lot about her life as
loved our decorations. At Christmas time,
a young girl and what a big role her faith
we have a tradition of baking and decorating
played in her life. I am also Catholic,
Christmas cookies. This is a Christmas
and my faith is a big part of who I am,
holiday tradition she shares as well. She was
so I felt a strong connection. I wrote a
happy to know that her unborn baby would
letter to present along with our profile
have the same experiences with us.
book. She narrowed it down to 2
Michael, Philip and Nicholas
On July 19th, 2018 at 6 am we got the
families and we made the cut. The wait
call from our birth mom that she would be
seemed like forever. She struggled with the
induced
that
morning.
We quickly packed a bag and were oﬀ
decision but ultimately, we were not chosen. I was crushed!
to San Antonio hoping to make it in time. The doctors had to
At this point, we had been on our journey for 15 months and it
perform an emergency c-section. We arrived at the hospital 10
was getting more diﬃcult with each new case. Then we received
minutes later and went immediately to the NICU where we saw
an email about a birth mom who was due July 29, 2018. She was
our beautiful son, Michael Nicholas.
a young single mom with a one-year old son and was pregnant
The past 2 years have been everything we hoped for and more.
with another boy. She was unable to care for another baby. We
Michael is handsome, smart and he loves to laugh. He has brought
asked the agency to present our profile to this birth mom. I was
so much joy to our lives, more than I even thought possible.
hopeful and at this point starting to feel somewhat desperate. I
quickly turned to my faith and started praying. I was desperate
Early 2020, Mike and I discussed adopting again. We wanted
to be a Mom and I felt it was time. In this case she decided
Michael to grow up with a sibling. Mike and I both come from
quickly and chose another family. Many thoughts were rushing
large families and wanted Michael to experience this too. We
through my head, but I remember one thing Kathie said, when a
brieﬂy chatted about it but just knowing the process and how
birth mom is choosing a family, she will connect with something
long it could take was unbearable. Then came COVID 19 and
in your profile book. I held on to that in the hopes that it would
our focus quickly changed. The last thing I recall telling Mike
happen soon.
was the ideal situation would be if Michael’s birth mom got
pregnant again.
Continues on page 5
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Adopted Child is The New Gerber Baby
An 11-month-old baby girl named Magnolia Earl is the
winner of Gerber Baby Food’s 2020 photo search. She is
the first adopted child to represent the company’s campaign.
Magnolia, from California, “captured the hearts of the
judging panel with her joyful expression, playful smile and
warm, engaging gaze,” Gerber said in a press release. She
was chosen from more than 327,000 entries.
“Magnolia represents every Gerber baby, and her family’s
story serves as a reminder of what unites all parents and
drives everyone at Gerber: the promise to do anything for
baby,” the release states.

sources at the time.
Said Bill Partyka, Gerber president and CEO: “We
believe every baby is a Gerber baby and standing behind
our babies has never mattered more than it does now. At
a time when we are yearning for connection and unity,
Magnolia and her family remind us of the many things
that bring us together: our desire to love and be loved, our
need to find belonging, and our recognition that family
goes way beyond biology.”
The Gerber baby symbol was first introduced in 1928,
to help identify Fremont Canning Company’s new
product, strained baby food. It first appeared in a baby
food advertisement in Good Housekeeping magazine.
Within 60 days, Gerber Strained Foods had gained
national recognition and later on became internationally
recognized. The company changed its name to Gerber
Products Company in 1941.The first Gerber baby was
Ann Turner Cook, who was the model for the original
sketch of the Gerber baby. She grew up to be a mystery
novelist and English teacher.

Magnolia was born on May 9, 2019. On that day, adoptive
mom, Courtney Earl, and her husband received a phone
call from their adoption agency that there was a birth
mother in labor and she wanted to talk them. They pulled
off the highway, spoke to the birth mother, and a few hours
later, their sweet baby girl was born. Adoption plays a huge
part in the Earls’ lives, as Magnolia has two older sisters,
Whitney and Charlotte, who were also adopted.
“Winning Photo Search is an opportunity to tell Magnolia’s
story and shed light on all the beautiful and different ways
families are made,” Earl said. In 2018, Gerber selected
a baby affected by Downs Syndrome for its advertising
campaign, and received praise and appreciation from many

Porter, son of Adam and Laura
Thompson
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A couple months later, I received a call from Michael’s adoption
agency. I can honestly say before answering the phone, I panicked
a little, I couldn’t imagine why they would call. I immediately
thought the worst. What could be wrong? I nervously answered
the phone to find out it was great news. Michael’s birth mom
WAS pregnant again and they wanted to know if we were open
to adopting another baby. I said yes without even calling my
husband. Michaels biological sibling, could it get any better than
this? Two weeks later, at one of her initial doctor appointments,
she had an ultrasound and called to give me the results. Were
we going to have a girl or a boy? She was hoping to tell me it
was a girl but to my surprise it was twin boys! I couldn’t contain
my excitement. I prayed for one and was blessed with two. Her
c-section was scheduled for July 9th.

is also filled with lots of love. They bring so much joy not only
to us but to so many family members and friends. Our journey
is just getting started and we are very thankful to have Kathie
by our side. We are thankful for her support, experiences and
expertise.
I can now confidently answer the question “What do you want
to be when you grow up?” A Mom. I knew I always wanted to be
a Mom when I grew up.

On June 5th, 2020 at 33 weeks Philip John and Nicholas Costa
were born. They are the perfect addition to our family. They
were both healthy and just needed a little time to get a little
stronger. Nicholas stayed in the NICU for 23 days and Philip
was discharged 15 days later. We are so happy to have our little
family under one roof.
Mike and I feel so blessed to be the proud parents of THREE
boys. Life with three kids is a little stress and lots of chaos but it

Did you know……?

Ruby, daughter of Greg and
Jackie Powell

Did you know that your adopted child has a lot in common with a comic book character who dresses in a stretchy blue suit
and a red cape and flies? That’s right. Your child and Superman have a lot in common. They were both adopted! When we
first talk to our children about adoption, we use positive language in order to reinforce positive feelings about adoption. As
the child gets older and approaches school age, though, they begin to realize that joining one’s family through adoption is not
the way most people come into a family. And they also realize that the kids in school do not react like their parents do when
talking about adoption. This is an important time for parents to help their child understand that being adopted is not so strange
or unusual. Point out that there are many famous people who were adopted, just like your child. It is important for your child
to learn about them, so that they know that they are not the only ones in the world who were adopted. Here is a partial list to
get you started:
Dave Thomas - founder of Wendy’s
Babe Ruth - baseball player
Simone Biles - Olympic gold medalist and gymnast
Halle Barry - actress
Edgar Allan Poe - poet, writer
Nat King Cole - singer
John Lennon - musician
Steve Jobs - CEO and Cofounder of Apple, Inc
Faith Hill - country singer
Eleanor Roosevelt - wife of President Franklin D. Roosevelt
Kristen Chinoweth - broadway star
Melissa Gilbert - actress and star of Little House on the Prairie
Scott Hamilton - figure skater
Moses - biblical leader
Jaime Foxx - actor, singer-song writer
Nelson Mandela - political leader and former President of South
Sarah McLachlan - singer-song-writer
Africa
Nicole Ritchie - actress, fashion designer
Michael Oher - football player
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Nifty Baby Products
Are you exhausted because your 3-year-old is up at the crack of dawn and ready to play? Do you wish you could have just
one more hour of sleep before you start your day? An alarm clock for your little one, also called an okay-to-wake clock,
may be just what you need. Since your preschooler can’t yet tell time, an alarm clock that uses lights, pictures, sounds or
sometimes a combination of all three, is the answer. It indicates when it’s okay for your little one to hop out of bed and
start their day. Here are some of the best on the market:

Hatch Rest Sound Machine, Night Light &
Time-to-Rise
The Hatch Rest sound machine may look minimal, yet it’s anything but. This smart
nursery item is a nightlight, sound machine and okay-to-wake clock all rolled into one.
Start using it when your child is a newborn. You can choose from pre-programmed light
and sound settings or customize your own—all controllable right from your phone. As
your child grows and moves on to a toddler bed, you can use Rest to encourage healthy
routines. An OK-to-Wake indicator lets your child know it’s OK to get out of bed in the
morning and saves you precious minutes of sleep.

Mella Ready to Rise Clock by Little Hippo
The Mella Ready to Rise clock by Little Hippo strikes just the right balance between
form and function. It’s easy to program and easy for a little one to understand, using
colors and facial expressions to show your toddler when they need to stay in bed and
when it’s okay for them to get out. Mella also features three sound options, five night
light colors and an alarm function for older kids.

Mirari OK to Wake! Clock
The Mirari Ok to Wake! Clock is a favorite by parents for good reason. It’s super simple
to use—the entire clock lights up green when it’s time to wake up, making it a perfect
pick for younger toddlers. There’s also a night light option, a nap timer and an alarm
clock (with a snooze button!), along with a digital clock and fun animations that your
little one can activate by pressing on the “monster’s” toe buttons.

Marvin
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Little Miracles
Congratulations to the following
people who became a forever family
since the last newsletter:

Mike and Sandra Lagos
Twin boys: Philip and Nicholas
June 6, 2020

Santhosh Sanaith and Setika Narang
A girl: Meher Lily
August 27, 2019

Adam and Laura Thompson
A boy: Holden John
July 18, 2020

David and Claire de Roode
A boy: William Everest
October 1, 2019

Chet and Aysha Urban
A girl: Maya Nicole
August 1, 2020

Richard Holt and Mark McMasters
A boy: Ford McKinzey
November 13, 2019

Steven and Christina Autry
A girl: Isabel Anne
August 9, 2020

John and Alex Casper
A girl: Penelope Charlotte
December 10, 2019

Zane and Kate Henderson
A boy: John Harden
August 31, 2020

Abhishek Kansara and Raju
Adwaney
A boy: Siddarth
April 22, 2020

Kenneth and Amanda Cargill
A boy: George Wayne
September 22, 2020

Gayle Delahunt
A girl: Alexis Josephine
October 14, 2020

Siddarth, son of Raju Adwaney
and Abhishek Kansara

Film Review: Anne with an E
If you are scrolling through Netflix and are wondering what to watch that might perk your interest,
I urge you to watch all three seasons of Anne with an E if you haven’t already done so. Based on
the novel Anne of Green Gables, it is an unforgettable, heart-warming tale of a young girl looking
for love, family, and friendship. Anne is an orphan, who at the age of 13, goes to live with an
ageing brother and sister, Matthew and Marilla Culberth, who needed an extra hand on their farm
in Prince Edward Island. When seeing Anne upon her arrival at Green Gables, Marilla announces
that “she’s got to go back” because she isn’t the boy they were expecting. Anne insists that “girls
can do anything a boy can do and more”, so they reluctantly allow her to stay.
As we get to know Anne, played by the talented Amybeth McNulty, we see a very likable, upbeat,
spirited, precocious girl with quite an imagination. “I like imagining better than remembering” she tells Marilla matter-offactly. In her flashbacks we understand why. In earlier years she was living with the Hammond family where she was forced
to care for Mrs. Hammond’s ever-expanding brood and was mercilessly beaten for being “nothing but a miserable piece of
trash.” After Mr. Hammond dies, she ends up in an orphanage where she suffered similar abuse. When she comes to live at
Green Gables, Anne still has not lost her joy for life, and has a positive spirit that starts to rub off on Matthew and Marilla.
And she comes out with some interesting lines such as “My life is a perfect graveyard of buried hope” which leaves one to
pause and reflect on its meaning.
We get to know Anne in Seasons 1 and 2 as she explores her place in her new family and community, forging her own path
in life despite the outside influences beating ceaselessly against her. It is not until Season 3 that she goes down the path of
many adoptees. That is her insatiable desire to find out where her birth parents are and learn the real reason why she was
abandoned by them. You will shed many tears as you go with her on that journey to find the answers she craves. All in all,
it is a touching, wonderful story that I kept going back to for more.

On a Personal note
I am very happy to announce that I am a grandmother!
My daughter Kristen gave birth to a baby girl named
Lily on March 9, 2020. She is the light of my life and
a sweet angel from heaven!!

Adoption Connection
This newsletter is published with the
purpose of providing news and information
regarding adoption to adoptive parents,
adoptive parents-in-waiting, and adoption
professionals.
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Adoption Consultant
14934 Cindywood
Houston, Texas 77079
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